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Tsuru Suzue

Tsuru Suzue is a player character played by Intruder.

Tsuru Suzue

Species: Nekovalkyrja, Type 33
Gender: Female

Age: 2
Height: 152cm (5'1“)
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Tsuru Suzue
Weight: 50kg (110lbs)

Organization: Star Army Reserve
Occupation: Star Army Technician

Rank: Ittô Hei
Current Placement: Fort Victory Reserve Center

Physical Characteristics

Height: 152cm (5'1”)
Mass: 50kg (110lbs)
Measurements:

Build and Skin Color: Suz' is kinda stocky and has a lean build, strong but not too visibly muscular. She
has dark skin with no markings save for her ID number.

Eyes and Facial Features: Her eyes are a dark gold, almost brown. She has a slightly upturned button-
nose.

Ears: She has pointed fluffy ears that match her hair color and also fade red at the tip.

Hair Color and Style: Her hair is shoulder length, naturally unsaturated purple, hombre style fade to
technician red at the bottom. She keeps it loose and styles it mornings but tends not to upkeep it through
the day and it can get messy from maintenance. She also wears it in a pony tail for physical training and
whenever she is near rotating and fabrication equipment.

Distinguishing Features: Those big menacing eyebrows. She also is one of the Nekovalkyrja with a tail,
it has the same colors as her hair.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Suzue is rarely serious and usually sarcastic. Forward and socially bold, she refers to her
peers almost exclusively in insults. She is professional when she needs to be but as unprofessional as she
can get away with when nobody important is watching. Her preferences in compatriots are people that
can take her crap and occasionally sling it back. She is a big fan of making stuff up and lying for comedic
purposes. She finds herself wittier than she actually is. Combat makes her a bit nervous but she can keep
it together as long as she keeps her mind on the technical side of things.

Likes: Creating things, piloting power armor, funky music, bullshitting, terrible movies.
Dislikes: Busy work, idiots breaking everything,
Goals: Complete the mission, whatever it is today, work on her creations, in the long term she
wants to be a power armor designer.
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History

Family (or Creators)

Ketsurui Zaibatsu

Pre-RP

Suzue was first assigned to the YSS Illustrious as part of it's shipbound maintenance team where she
picked up a year of general maintenance experience for systems and thorough study of power armor
with on-and-off shuttle and fighter repair. During that year she spent most of her off-time either watching
terrible movies to kill time or religiously studying repair and operation manuals for power armor and
ground vehicles. She also spent a lot of time learning about the fabrication area and it's operation. She
has really cleaned up her military bearing and is striving to be assigned to a smaller ship to get more
experience clocked in on power armor.

YSS Sakishima

Interlude 4

Suzue joined the crew of the YSS Sakishima on break and got to know her new crewmembers for a while
before taking to doing oddjobs over the very long yard period. During this yard period she scraped the
funds together to create the first prototype of “Toolbox,” an automated part carrying and maitenance
assistant drone.

Episode 5

Suzue supervised ship's maintenance systems and assisted the ship to get starborne for her first real
mission on board. When the initial pick up turned into a rescue she was ordered planetside with the
ground team as a field technician. She aided the team with her technical knowhow to fend off the
ambush that awaited the crew by creating makeshift mines, repairing and repurposing the wrecked YSS
Enshu's defenses, and setting off the Enshu's reactor, purging the battlefield of classified technology.
Upon return to Leo Star Fortress she helped the crew fend off a traitorous attempt on their lives. In the
resolution of the mission she was advanced to Itto Hei and awarded the Red Tessen.

Skills

Communications

Suzue is fluent in her programmed languages of Trade (language) and Yamataigo (邪馬台語). She knows
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the operations and nomenclature of common radios. She can read and produce blueprints very
effectively.

Maintenance and Repair

She is versed in maintenance of most systems of technology. Her specialties in the field are around
repair, calibration, and modification of power armor. She is also skilled in the repair of most wheeled
vehicles with rudimentary study of mecha and hover vehicle systems.

Engineering

She is capable of envisioning new weapon systems and power armor refits. She keeps a huge sketchbook
of blueprints she's compiled that she doesn't have funding to implement or present. She knows
fabrication systems well enough to program new parts she has created or others have thought up.

Chemistry

She is a semi-competent chemist with her central studies in the subject of metallurgy. She can create
complex high grade alloys with the use of most fabrications areas.

Fighting

She is trained in most weapon systems and is a very capable fighter with hand to hand and improvised
weapons. She is extremely comfortable in power armor due to her frequent tinkering, repair, testing, and
calibration of the systems.

Vehicles

She is quite learned in the piloting of vehicles including combat maneuvers and tactics. She knows
ground combat vehicles extensively and is very capable of putting them to use.

Entertainment

She puts advanced techniques of over-acting to her comedic whims but is also versed in standard, non-
terrible acting when her muse is feeling up to it. She can play the harmonica at a good but not quite
mastery level.
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Inventory

Tsuru Suzue has the following items:

Ke-M2-2D "Mindy II" Power Armor or another armor designated by ship captain.
Ke-M4-W2901 Light Armor Service Rifle (Tier 5 Medium Anti-Armor) with Ke-M4-W2902 LASR-
SLAG
Star Army Butt Pack, Type 29 containing:

Type 31A Survival Kit
Star Army Duffel Bag, containing:

Toiletry Kit
Environmental Suit
2 Duty Uniforms

1 Star Army Cap, Type 32
1 Star Army Coat, Type 32

2 Working Uniforms. Includes boots and gloves.
2 Exercise Uniform (can also used as sleepwear)
Undergarments

Star Army Utility Belt, Type 32, light-blue gray
Communicator, Type 36
Pistol, Nekovalkyrja, Type 33 with 2 BR-28E Battery Magazines (1 in the pistol and 1 extra)
Scanner, Science, Type 31

EM-J5-1 Flying Assistant Robot Series (SAOY)
Worn harmonica

Finances

Tsuru Suzue is currently a Ittô Hei in the Star Army Reserve.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds 10/8/14
2450 KS 550 KS Broken Spanner Drone, Misc spare parts
4660 KS 2210 KS 10 months Santo Hei pay 10/4/15
Character Data
Character Name Tsuru Suzue
Character Owner Intruder
Character Status Adoptable Player Character
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Reserve
SAOY Rank Ittô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Technician
SAOY Assignment Fort Victory Reserve Center
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